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Preface

Computability in Europe (CiE) is an annual conference organized under the auspices
of the Association Computability in Europe (ACiE), a European association of
researchers from a broad variety of backgrounds who are connected to one another
through their work in computability. The conference series has built up a strong tra-
dition of developing an interdisciplinary scientific program that brings together
researchers in all aspects of computability, foundations of mathematics, and computer
science as well as the interplay of these theoretical areas with practical issues in
computer science and with other disciplines such as biology, mathematics, philosophy,
and physics. Its purpose is not only to allow researchers to report on their own ongoing
work but also to broaden their own perspectives by engaging with the work of others
from different backgrounds.

The motto of CiE 2022 was “Revolutions and Revelations in Computability”. This
alludes to the revolutionary developments we have seen in computability theory, starting
with Turing’s and Gödel’s discoveries of the uncomputable and the unprovable and
continuing to the present day with the advent of new computational paradigms such as
quantum computing and bio-computing, which have dramatically changed our view of
computability and revealed new insights into the multifarious nature of computation.
The motto also hints at the historic role of the host city, Swansea, in the Industrial
Revolution, as the world center of copper smelting in the 18th and 19th centuries.

CiE 2022 was the 18th conference in the series, and this was the second time it has
been held in Swansea. Previous meetings have taken place in Amsterdam (2005),
Swansea (2006), Siena (2007), Athens (2008), Heidelberg (2009), Ponta Delgada
(2010), Sofia (2011), Cambridge (2012), Milan (2013), Budapest (2014), Bucharest
(2015), Paris (2016), Turku (2017), Kiel (2018), Durham (2019), and, virtually, in
Salerno (2020) and Ghent (2021). After two online CiE conferences, we were very
happy to be able to hold CiE 2022 as a largely in-person meeting with some online
elements.

The conference series has become a major event and is the largest international
conference that brings together researchers focusing on computability-related issues.
The CiE conference series is coordinated by the ACiE Conference Series Steering
Committee consisting of Alessandra Carbone (Paris), Liesbeth De Mol (Lille), Gianluca
Della Vedova (Executive Officer, Milan), Nataša Jonoska (Tampa), Benedikt Löwe
(Amsterdam), Florin Manea (Chair, Göttingen), Klaus Meer (Cottbus), Russell Miller
(New York), Mariya Soskova (Madison), and ex-officio members Elvira Mayordomo
(President of the Association, Zaragoza) and Marcella Anselmo (Treasurer, Salerno).

Conference Structure and Program

The conference program was centered around tutorials, invited lectures, and a set of
special sessions ranging over a variety of topics as well as contributed papers and
informal presentations. The Program Committee of CiE 2022 consisting of 32



members, selected the invited and tutorial speakers and the special session organizers
and coordinated the reviewing process and the selection of submitted contributions.
The Program Committee selected 19 of the 34 non-invited submitted papers for pub-
lication in this volume. Each paper received at least three reviews by the Program
Committee and their subreviewers. In addition to the contributed papers, the volume
contains seven invited papers and 23 abstracts.

Invited Tutorials

– Dora Giammarresi (Università di Roma, Italy), Two-Dimensional Languages and
Models

– Noam Greenberg (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand), Recent
Interactions Between Computability and Set Theory

Invited Lectures

– Erika Ábrahám (RWTH Aachen University, Germany), SMT Solving: Historical
Review and New Developments

– Thierry Coquand (University of Gothenburg, Sweden), Sheaf Cohomology in
Univalent Foundation

– Liesbeth De Mol (Université de Lille, France), Towards a Diversified Under-
standing of Computability, or Why We Should Care More about Our Histories

– Damir Dzhafarov (University of Connecticut, USA), Reverse Mathematics 2021
– Harvey M. Friedman (The Ohio State University, USA), String Replacement

Systems
– Svetlana Selivanova (KAIST, South Korea), Computational Complexity of Clas-

sical Solutions of Partial Differential Equations

Special Sessions

At the intersection of computability and other areas of mathematics. Organizers: Denis
Hirschfeldt (University of Chicago) and Karen Lange (Wellesley College)

– Meng-Che Ho (California State University, Northridge), A Computable Functor
from Torsion-Free Abelian Groups to Fields

– Bjørn Kjos-Hanssen (University of Hawai`i at Mānoa), An Incompressibility The-
orem for Automatic Complexity

– Elvira Mayordomo (Universidad de Zaragoza), Algorithmic Dimensions, the
Point-to-Set Principles, and the Complexity of Oracles

– Alexandra Shlapentokh (East Carolina University), A Connection Between Inverse
Galois Problem of a Field and Its First-Order Theory
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Computability theory of blockchain technology. Organizers: Arnold Beckmann
(Swansea University) and Anton Setzer (Swansea University)

– Eli Ben-Sasson (StarkWare), Ultra Scaling Blockchains with ZK-STARKs
– Maurice Herlihy (Brown University), Blockchains and Related Technologies:

Which Ideas Are Likely to Endure?
– Philip Wadler (University of Edinburgh), Smarter Contracts: Applications of

Haskell and Agda at IOG

Computing Language: Love Letters, Large Models and NLP. Organizers: Liesbeth De
Mol (Université de Lille) and Giuseppe Primiero (University of Milan) for the Council
of the HaPoC Commission

– Troy Astarte (Swansea University), ‘My avid fellow feeling’ and ‘Fleas’: Playing
with Words on the Computer

– Juan-Luis Gastaldi (ETH Zürich), Mathematics as Natural Language: Principles,
Consequences and Challenges of the Application of NLP Models to the Treatment
of Mathematical Knowledge

– Maël Pégny (Universität Tübingen), Are Large Language Models Models (of
Language)?

– Jacopo Tagliabue (Coveo Labs), Are We There Yet? Meaning in the Age of Large
Language Models

Computing with bio-molecules. Organizers: Jérôme Durand-Lose (Université d’Or-
léans) and Claudio Zandron (University of Milano-Bicocca)

– Giuditta Franco (University of Verona), DNA Library Evidence Strings
– Maria Dolores Jiménez-López (University of Tarragona), Processing Natural

Language with Biomolecules: Where Linguistics, Biology and Computation Meet
– Nicolas Schabanel (CNRS - LIP, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon), Turedo a

New Computational Model for Molecular Nanobots?
– Petr Sosík (Silesian University in Opava), Computability and Complexity in Mor-

phogenetic Systems

Constructive and reverse mathematics. Organizers: Samuele Maschio (Università di
Padova) and Takako Nemoto (Hiroshima Institute of Technology)

– Makoto Fujiwara (Tokyo University of Science), An Extension of the Equivalence
Between Brouwer’s Fan Theorem and Weak König’s Lemma with a Uniqueness
Hypothesis

– Takayuki Kihara (Nagoya University), Computability Theory and Reverse Mathe-
matics via Lawvere-Tierney Topologies

– Robert Lubarsky (Florida Atlantic University), On the Necessity of Some Topo-
logical Spaces

– Huishan Wu (BLCU Beijing), Reverse Mathematics and Semisimple Rings
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Reachability problems. Organizers: Paul Bell (Liverpool John Moores University) and
Igor Potapov (University of Liverpool)

– Kitty Meeks (University of Glasgow), Reducing Reachability in Temporal Graphs:
Towards a More Realistic Model of Real-World Spreading Processes

– Olivier Bournez (École Polytechnique), Programming with Ordinary Differential
Equations: Some First Steps Towards a Programming Language

– Véronique Bruyère (Université de Mons), A Game-Theoretic Approach for the
Automated Synthesis of Complex Systems

– James Worrell (University of Oxford), The Skolem Landscape

Women in Computability Workshop

ACiE and this conference have had a strong tradition of encouraging women to par-
ticipate in computability-related research since CiE 2007. In 2016, a Special Interest
Group for Women in Computability was established, and in 2021, Mariya Soskova set
up an online mentorship program associated with this group to connect junior
researchers in computability theory with women mentors not just at the conference but
throughout the year. These initiatives are anchored in the annual Women in Com-
putability workshop, held this year with the following speakers:

– Troy Astarte (Swansea University, Wales)
– Dora Giammarresi (Università di Roma, Italy)
– Svetlana Selivanova (KAIST, South Korea)

Organization and Acknowledgements

The CiE 2022 conference was organized by the Theory Group of the Department of
Computer Science at Swansea University.

We are happy to acknowledge and thank the following for their financial support:
Association Computability in Europe, the Institute of Coding in Wales, the London
Mathematical Society, and technocamps.

We are also happy to announce that CiE 2022 was held in cooperation with the
Association for Women in Mathematics for the first time in the history of this con-
ference series and supports its Welcoming Environment Statement.

The high quality of the conference was achieved through the careful work of the
Program Committee, the Special Session organizers, and all of the referees, and we are
very grateful for their help in creating an exciting program for CiE 2022.

May 2022 Ulrich Berger
Johanna N. Y. Franklin

Florin Manea
Arno Pauly
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Invited Tutorials



Two-Dimensional Languages and Models

Dora Giammarresi

Dipartimento di Matematica, Università Roma “Tor Vergata”, via della Ricerca
Scientifica, 00133 Rome, Italy

giammarr@mat.uniroma2.it
https://www.mat.uniroma2.it/*giammarr/

A picture, defined as a rectangular array of symbols chosen from a given alphabet, is
the two-dimensional counterpart of a string. Researchers were inspired by the attempt
to reproduce Chomsky’s hierarchy for picture languages. In the past and more so in
recent years, the classical methods used to define string languages have been essayed
for picture languages, thus obtaining various formal models and picture language
families.

The tutorial presents the state of the art of formal definitions for picture languages.
The formal models considered are: 2D regular expressions, tiling systems, automata
and grammars of different types. Each picture language family will be presented by
means of typical examples that illustrate its expressiveness. Moreover each 2D formal
model will be compared with the corresponding string model to point out similarities
and differences. The two-dimensional perspective will show up with its intrinsic
richness whose we will analyze drawbacks and benefits.

Reference

1. Reghizzi, S.C., Giammarresi, D., Lonati, V.: Two-dimensional models. In: J.-É., Pin (ed.)
Handbook of Automata Theory, vol. 1, pp. 303–333, EMS Publishing House, Berlin (2021)

MIUR Excellence Department Project awarded to the Department of Mathematics, University
of Rome Tor Vergata, CUP E83C18000100006 and OBPOBS Project funded by Tor Vergata
University, CUP E83C22001660005.

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6100-2438


Recent Interactions Between Computability
and Set Theory

Noam Greenberg

School of Mathematics and Statistics, Victoria University of Wellington,
Wellington, New Zealand

Since very early days, there has been a certain overlap between computability theory
and set theory: one can view both fields as inhabiting two parts of a spectrum that starts
with regular languages and polynomial-time computation, continues with partial
computable functions and Turing reducibility, and then the hyperarithmetic realm,
effective descriptive set theory, fine structure of the constructible hierarchy, and inner
models for large cardinals. Thus the same diagonal argument was used by Cantor for
the unctounability of the reals, by Gödel for the incompleteness theorem, and by Turing
for the undecidability of the halting problem.

I plan to survey three areas which have seen recent activity.

1. Higher randomness. Both Martin-Löf and Sacks suggested strenghtening the
notions of effective randomness to obtain nice closure properties. They considered
randomness with respect to effectively Borel (hyperarithmetic) sets, and effectively
co-analytic (P1

1) sets. This subject was later picked up and developed by Hjorth and
Nies, and then Chong and Yu. In parallel, Hamkins, Welch and others have con-
sidered infinite-time Turing machines and related notions of higher randomness. At
the extreme end we find randomness over Gödel’s L studied originally by Solovay.
I will discuss relativising randomness in the higher setting, and what this tells us
about the different equivalent definitions of ML-randomness.

2. Uncountable structures. Computable algebra and computable model theory
investigate the interplay between information and structure: what information can
be stored in a structure or in its isomorphism type. By the nature of computability,
this study is restricted to countable or separable structures. Admissible computability
is a generalisation of computability to domains beyond the natural numbers, and can
be used to study the effective properties of uncountable, well-ordered structures.
I will in particular examine the case of free and almost-free abelian groups, related
to Shelah’s work on the subject.

3. Effective Borel sets. Shoenfield’s limit lemma says that membership in a D0
2 set can

be understood as an approximation process, involving finitely many mind-changes.
To understand membership in more complicated Borel sets, the extra ingredient
needed is the Turing jump. Montalbán’s “true stages” machinery allows us to
dynamically approximate membership in Borel sets. It was one of the ingredients in
Day and Marks’s recent resolution of the decomposability problem. I will discuss
other applications to descriptive set theory.



Invited Lectures



SMT Solving: Historical Review and New
Developments

Erika Ábrahám

RWTH Aachen
abraham@informatik.rwth-aachen.de

Satisfiability modulo theories (SMT solving) is a relatively recent research thread in
computer science, with the aim to provide algorithms and tools for checking the
satisfiability of (usually quantifier-free) first-order logic formulas over different theo-
ries. Starting with relatively easy theories like equalities and uninterpreted functions,
state-of-the-art SMT solvers nowadays provide support for numerous theories,
including (quantifier-free) real arithmetic. For real arithmetic, some exciting recent
developments combine traditional SMT solving ideas with a kind of
counterexample-guided abstraction refinement using methods from computer algebra.

In this talk we give a historical review of SMT solving with a focus on arithmetic
theories, describe our own solver SMT-RAT and discuss some of these fascinating new
research directions.



Sheaf Cohomology in Univalent Foundation

Thierry Coquand

Computer Science Department, University of Gothenburg
coquand@chalmers.se

http://www.cse.chalmers.se/*coquand

Abstract. In the introduction of his book on Higher Topos Theory, Jacob Lurie
motivates this theory by the fact that it allows an elegant and general treatment
of sheaf cohomology. It was realised early on that these ideas could be
expressed in the setting of univalent foundations/homotopy type theory. I will
try to explain in my presentation recent insights which show that this can be
done in a maybe suprisingly direct way. Furthermore, all this can be formulated
in a constructive meta theory, avoiding the non effective notion of injective
resolutions.

Keywords: Univalent Foundation � Homotopy Type Theory � Constructive
Mathematics

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5429-5153


Towards a Diversified Understanding
of Computability or Why We Should Care

More About Our Histories

Liesbeth De Mol

CNRS, UMR 8163 Savoirs, Textes, Langage, Université de Lille
liesbeth.de-mol@univ-lille.fr

Abstract. In this talk I will argue that we should care more for and be more
careful with the history of computability making a plea for a more diverse and
informed understanding. The starting point will be the much celebrated Turing
machine model. Why is it that within the computability community, this model
is often considered as thé model? In the first part of this talk I review some of
those reasons, showing how and why they are in need of a revision based,
mostly, on historical arguments. On that basis I argue that, while surely, the
Turing machine model is a basic one, part of its supposed superiority over other
models is based on socio-historical forces. In part II then, I consider a number of
historical, philosophical and technical arguments to support and elaborate the
idea of a more diversified understanding of the history of computability. Central
to those arguments will be the differentiation between, on the one hand, the
logical equivalence between the different models with respect to the computable
functions, and, on the other hand, some basic intensional differences between
those very same models. To keep the argument clear, the main focus will be on
the different models provided by Emil Leon Post but I will also include refer-
ences to the work by Alonzo Church, Stephen C. Kleene and Haskell B. Curry.

Supported by the PROGRAMme project, ANR-17-CE38-0003-01.



Reverse Mathematics 2021

Damir Dzhafarov

Department of Mathematics, University of Connecticut
damir.dzhafarov@uconn.edu

Reverse mathematics is a foundational program in logic aimed at measuring the
complexity of mathematical proofs and constructions according to the strength of the
axioms needed to carry them out. Founded by Friedman in the 1970s, and principally
developed by him and Simpson throughout the 1980s, it has become an incredibly
active and far reaching area. Part of its appeal comes from its close, nearly inseparable
connection to computability theory. The initial focus of the subject was a classificatory
one, of categorizing different parts of mathematics into one of a handful of benchmark
subsystems of second order arithmetic. Over time, interest has shifted to examples that
defy this classification, giving rise to a zoo of mathematical principles with a rich and
intricate web of strengths and interconnections. More recently, the subject has
expanded to include notions and techniques from computable analysis, giving an even
finer gauge with which to calibrate mathematical complexity, and offering new insights
along the way. The talk will survey a bit of the history of the subject, some of the recent
and ongoing developments, and offer a view of where it may be headed next.
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A Computable Functor from Torsion-Free
Abelian Groups to Fields

Meng-Che “Turbo” Ho1 , Julia Knight2, and Russell Miller3

1 California State University, Northridge, Northridge, CA 91330,
USA

2 University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, IN 46556, USA
3 City University of New York, New York, NY 10017, USA

In descriptive set theory, complexities of classes of countable structures are studied.
A classical example is the isomorphism problem ffir on the class of torsion-free abelian
groups of rank r. Baer [1] gave a simple invariant for ffi1, i.e., when two torsion-free
abelian groups of rank 1 are isomorphic. However, Hjorth [3] showed thatffi1\Bffi2 and
Thomas [6] generalized this to show that ffin\Bffinþ 1. Recently, Paolini and Shelah [5]
showed that the class of torsion-free abelian group with domain x is Borel complete.

We compare the class of torsion-free abelian groups and the class of fields using the
notion of computable functors defined by Miller, Poonen, Schoutens, and Shlapentokh
[4], and the notion of effective interpretability. Harrison-Trainor, Melnikov, Miller, and
Montalban [2] showed that the presence of a uniform effective interpretation between
two classes implies the presence of a computable functor between them and vice versa.
WritingTFAbr to be the class of torsion-free abelian groups of rank r andTDr to be the
class of fields of transcendence degree r with characteristic 0, we show the following:

Theorem 1 (Ho, Knight, and Miller)

1. There is a Turing-computable reduction from TFAbr to TDr that is uniform in r.
That is, there is a Turing functional (uniform in r) Ur : TFAbr ! TDr such that
for every G;H 2 TFAbr, G ffi H if and only if UrðGÞ ffi UrðHÞ.

2. There is a uniform effective interpretation of UrðGÞ in G. Thus, Ur can be com-
pleted to a computable functor in the sense of [4].

References

1. Baer, R.: Abelian groups without elements of finite order. Duke Math. J. 3(1), 68–122 (1937)
2. Harrison-Trainor, M., Melnikov, A., Miller, R., Montalbán, A.: Computable functors and

effective interpretability. J. Symb. Log. 82(1), 77–97 (2017)
3. Hjorth, G.: Around nonclassifiability for countable torsion free abelian groups. In: Eklof,

P.C., Göbel, R. (eds.) Abelian Groups and Modules, pp. 269–292. Trends in Mathematics,
Birkhäuser (1999)

4. Miller, R., Poonen, B., Schoutens, H., Shlapentokh, A.: A computable functor from graphs to
fields. J. Symb. Log. 83(1), 326–348 (2018)

5. Paolini, G., Shelah, S.: Torsion-free abelian groups are borel complete (2021). https://arxiv.
org/abs/2102.12371

6. Thomas, S.: The classification problem for torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank. J. Amer.
Math. Soc. 16(1), 233–258 (2003)

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6292-6835
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.12371
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.12371


An Incompressibility Theorem for Automatic
Complexity

Bjørn Kjos-Hanssen

University of Hawai’i at Mānoa
bjoernkh@hawaii.edu

https://math.hawaii.edu/wordpress/bjoern/

Abstract. Shallit and Wang showed that the automatic complexity AðxÞ satisfies
AðxÞ� n=13 for almost all x 2 f0; 1gn.
They also stated that Holger Petersen had informed them that the constant 13

can be reduced to 7.
Here we show that it can be reduced to 2þ e for any e[ 0.
The result also applies to nondeterministic automatic complexity ANðxÞ. In

that setting the result is tight inasmuch as ANðxÞ� n=2þ 1 for all x.



Algorithmic Dimensions, The Point-To-Set
Principles, and the Complexity of Oracles

Elvira Mayordomo

Departamento de Informática e Ingeniería de Sistemas, Instituto de Investigación
en Ingeniería de Aragón, Universidad de Zaragoza, Spain

Effective and resource-bounded dimensions were defined by Lutz in [5] and [4] and
have proven to be useful and meaningful for quantitative analysis in the contexts of
algorithmic randomness, computational complexity and fractal geometry (see the
surveys [1, 2, 6, 12] and all the references in them).

The point-to-set principle of J. Lutz and N. Lutz [8] fully characterizes Hausdorff
and packing dimensions in terms of effective dimensions in the Euclidean space,
enabling effective dimensions to be used to answer open questions about fractal
geometry, with already an interesting list of geometric measure theory results (see [3,
11] and more recent results in [7, 13–15]). This characterization has been recently
extended to separable spaces [10] and to resource-bounded dimensions [9].

In this talk I will review the point-to-set principles focusing on the importance
of the oracle that achieves the characterization of classical dimension in terms of an
algorithmic dimension. For instance Stull [15] has been able to improve the Marstrand
projection theorem by analyzing the optimality of the oracles in the point-to-set prin-
ciples. I will discuss some open problems on the complexity of the oracles involved in
the point-to-set principles for both the effective and resource-bounded cases.
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Given a countable field F and a finite group G the Inverse Galois Problem for F and G
is the problem of determining whether the field F has a finite Galois extension L such
that GalðL=FÞ ffi G. We show that the Turing degree of this problem is less or equal to
the Turing degree of the first-order theory of the field.
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Abstract. Scalable and Transparent ARguments of Knowledge (STARKs) are
practically efficient cryptographic proofs that use minimal cryptographic
assumptions and are capable of improving the scalability and privacy of
blockchains. By now, there have been weeks during which STARK-based
systems settled 33% more transactions than Ethereum, while using only 1% of
Ethereum’s computational resources.

This talk explains why STARKs and blockchains blend nicely together like
wine and cheese, and will describe the “theory-to-practice” journey of STARK
technology from the early days of PCP theory to blockchain rollups, layer 2/3
systems, and beyond.
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Abstract. Blockchains and distributed ledgers have become the focus of much
recent attention. Like many innovations, this field emerged from outside
mainstream computer science, although almost all the component ideas were
already well-known. As a new area driven mostly by technological and financial
innovations, it can be difficult to distinguish accomplishment from aspiration,
and especially difficult to tell which ideas are of transient versus lasting interest.

This talk surveys the theory and practice of blockchain-based distributed
systems from the point of view of classical distributed computing, along with
opinions about promising future research directions for our community.
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Abstract. Cardano is a proof-of-stake blockchain platform developed by IOG.
Its smart contract language, Plutus, is based on Haskell, and supports both
on-chain and off-chain components with a single sourcce language; and much
of the software of Cardano is implemented in Haskell. On-chain components of
smart contracts are compiled to Plutus Core, which is a variant of System F and
has been formally specified in Agda. Property-based testing is used to compare
the production implementation of Plutus Core with an evaluator derived from
the proof of soundness of System F written in Agda. Astonishingly, IOG is one
of the few firms to insist its products be based on peer-reviewed research.

Keywords: Smart contracts � blockchain � Haskell � Agda
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‘My Avid Fellow Feeling’ and ‘Fleas’

Playing with Words on the Computer
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An early non-numerical application of computers was processing human language,
such as in the field of machine translation; natural language processing remains a
significant field today. But almost as soon as they were employed for serious language
applications, computers were applied to playful or artistic endeavours as well. This talk
explores two historical examples: one fairly well-studied, the other a new archival
discovery. One is Strachey’s 1952 program for randomly generating love letters, and
the other a poetry programming competition held at Newcastle University in 1968.

In the early 1950s Christopher Strachey, a schoolmaster at Harrow, visited
Manchester University to write some programs for its Ferranti Mark 1. This included a
program randomly generate (rather mawkish) love letters. The letters were based on a
template with blanks of particular types (adjectives, nouns, adverbs), and a pool of
words which were inserted into the appropriate spaces at random. This program, which
Strachey may have written with help from both Turing and his literary sister Barbara,
represents a very early example of digital combinatory literature.

The University of Newcastle upon Tyne’s Computing Laboratory underwent a
period of change in the late 1960s: expanding teaching, experiments in new networked
computing, and growing breadth of research. Such research topics included
automatic typesetting, medical literature information retrieval, and bibliographic data
processing—manipulating language. In this context the lab director, Prof. Ewan
Page, announced a competition for the production of limericks or poems, written as
programs, such that their output was also poetic. The competition saw entries by a
number of PhD students and the ingenuity on display was high. Programs humorously
explored existing algorithms, reflected on life as a PhD student, or referenced classic
works of literature.

Various analyses of Strachey’s work discuss its position as an early form of digital
art, as a parody of attitudes towards love written by a gay man, and as a technical
exploration. In my talk, I extend these analyses and consider how they apply to the
Newcastle poetry competition. I argue that both examples show the crucial role of play
in the practice of programming, and discuss how considering humans and machines
together provides a better perspective on the perennial questions of the form “Will a
computer ever write a symphony as good as Beethoven?”
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Recent years have seen a remarkable development of deep neural network
(DNN) techniques for data analysis, along with their increasing application in scientific
research across different disciplines. The field of mathematics has not been exempted
from this general trend. Indeed, various works have suggested the relevance of possible
applications of DNNs to the treatment of mathematical knowledge at multiple levels [1,
2, 4–9, 12, 14–16]. Significantly, the vast majority of those results resort to neural
models specifically developed for the processing of natural language (NLP), from word
embeddings [10, 11, 13] to seq2seq [17] and Transformers [3, 18].

This circumstance is remarkable for several reasons. Starting with the fact that,
while the computational treatment of natural language traditionally implied an effort
toward the latter’s mathematization, it is now the mathematical knowledge that needs
to be conceived as a kind of natural language, thus suggesting novel and non-trivial
articulations between both. Furthermore, these contemporary neural approaches entail a
renewed interest in textual aspects of mathematics and their representational capabil-
ities. More precisely, since mathematical texts (statements, expressions, symbols) are
all DNNs can rely on to perform tasks involving mathematical knowledge, the success
of these methods would imply a new fundamental role of mathematical texts, going far
beyond the usual understanding of mathematical writing as a simple notation for a
pre-existing mathematical content, or a more or less arbitrary syntax for an indepen-
dently determined semantics. Finally, even more than any other field of application,
these attempts in mathematics raise critical epistemological questions since the formal
(i.e., non-empirical) nature generally attributed to mathematical knowledge contrasts
with the radically empirical position assumed by connectionist approaches guiding the
application of DNNs and characterizing the practice of natural language.

After reviewing the most relevant literature in the field, this paper assesses the
philosophical stakes of recent attempts to apply NLP models to mathematical knowl-
edge. It concludes by indicating the conceptual and technical challenges and orienta-
tions to be drawn from such applications for a linguistically-driven philosophy of
mathematics.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 839730.
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Abstract. Large Language Models (LLMs) are extremely large deep neural
networks trained on humongous amount of data. Primarily trained for
part-of-speech prediction, i.e. roughly the task of predicting what comes next in
a text, they have been able to display not only state-of-the art performances for
this task, but also have shown a great versatility to be fine-tuned for many other
NLP tasks. Recently, they have even shown a surprising ability to be used as a
basis to build efficient models for non-NLP tasks on multi-modal data. LLMs are
thus slowly emerging as some of the most crucial models in all of AI. In this
presentation, I will try to articulate the epistemological consequences of this
evolution. First, I will first examine the respective consequences of two different
paths towards task-agnosticity in NLP and beyond (in-context learning and
transfer learning), and then see whether they can be seen as a true road towards,
if not the great General AI, at least a more general AI. Finally, I will try to
articulate how this question of task-agnosticity relates to the nature of the
knowledge produced by large opaque models.



Are We There Yet? Meaning in the Age
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1 Long Abstract

There is no time like the present. With the advent of the “golden age of Natural
Language Processing” [1] (NLP), a contagious enthusiasm on the capabilities of large
language models (LLMs) started spreading from research institutions into the general
public [2]. While critics, mostly from academia, have repeatedly argued that LLMs
show limited “understanding” [3, 4], the pace of development of increasingly larger
models doesn't seem to slow down [5]: are we there yet?

In this talk, we briefly review the two dominant traditions on meaning of the last
century:

– the “symbolic” tradition, where meaning is mostly about deductive composition of
atomic components which are given; for example, see the model-theoretic semantics
in [8];

– the “neural” tradition, where meaning is mostly about statistical association of
atomic components which are learned; for example, see the distributional semantics
in [9].

While a satisfactory unification of the two approaches is ultimately desirable [7],
we argue that the duality of meaning – which sometimes behaves like a function,
sometimes like a vector – is here to stay, at least for the time being. Contrary to the
symbolic camp, we stress the importance of a theory of lexical acquisition and ana-
logical reasoning; contrary to the neural camp, we stress the importance of true
zero-shot generalization and a more rounded (and less naive) view of what counts as
“grasping the meaning” of something [6].

In particular, the two camps seem to fundamentally disagree not (only) on what
counts as a good explanation, but what is there to explain in the first place. In this
perspective, we discuss the famous architecture behind recent LLMs – i.e. the trans-
former [10] –, which has been successfully adapted to many sequential problems that
have nothing to do with the original NLP problem [11]: whether language is simply yet
another sequence prediction problem is a contentious issue with deep ramifications into
linguistics and cognitive sciences.

Finally, we conclude showing recent progress made in grounded language models
– including our own research –, and sketch a roadmap for investigating meaning in
more ecological settings.
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Generation of a combinatorial library of n-long binary strings, especially by starting
from few sequences and by applying yet efficient basic DNA operations, has a bio-
logical, technological, and algorithmic relevance. Namely, some DNA based research,
including tools and technologies from life science, aim at improving the cost, speed and
efficiency of technologies for writing and combining DNA or other information-storing
bio-polymers. DNA-based digital data storage provides a valid alternative to current
technologies: it is promising in terms of information density (orders of magnitude
higher than traditional memories) and of stability (millennia versus years). From a
computational perspective, the design of efficient molecular algorithms is a challenge
for the development of new biotechnologies generating DNA libraries.

In the context of design and development of string algorithms for computational
biotechnology, this talk revolves around a simple DNA library generation algorithm,
which starts from four specific DNA strings and efficiently produces a library of 2n

different strings in linear time. It consists in an iterative application of specific null
context splicing rules, which recombine a couple of strings (in which one given sub-
string occurs) by producing a new couple of chimerical strings, and may be imple-
mented in laboratory by an XPCR procedure (a variant of the well known PCR). Of
course such an algorithm is correct (and complete) iff it produces the whole library of
DNA strings. Correctness is proved from a theoretical viewpoint while the experi-
mental feasibility needs to be demonstrated independently. In an experimental context,
the algorithm outcome is proved by the existence, in the final pool, of two specific
patterns called library evidence strings, which are specific cyclic strings with a motif
four characters long. If they (both) are present in the pool after the execution of the
algorithm, we are guaranteed that each single instruction (an XPCR based string
recombination) had produced the expected result, then the whole library has been
generated (with no experimental drawbacks).

The algorithm with the experimental work validating all the procedures are pre-
sented in the talk, as well as the concept of evidence strings, with their combinatorial
properties. This is a nice showcase where a string combinatorial property allows us to
assess the experimental success of a DNA algorithm.

Keywords: Computational biotechnology � DNA library � Molecular computing �
Periodic strings � XPCR
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Abstract. Different models have been proposed to understand natural phe-
nomena at the molecular scale from a computational point of view. Oritatami
systems are a model of molecular co-transcriptional folding: the transcript (the
“molecule”) folds as it is synthesized according to a local energy optimisation
process, in a similar way to how actual biomolecules such as RNA fold into
complex shapes and functions. We introduce a new model, called turedo, which
is a self-avoiding Turing machine on the plane that evolves by marking visited
positions and that can only move to unmarked positions. Any oritatami can be
seen as a particular turedo. We show that any turedo with lookup radius 1 can
conversely be simulated by an oritatami, using a universal bead type set. Our
notion of simulation is strong enough to preserve the geometrical and dynamical
features of these models up to a constant spatio-temporal rescaling (as in
intrinsic simulation). As a consequence, turedo can be used as a readable ori-
tatami “higher-level” programming language to build readily oritatami “smart
robots”, using our explicit simulation result as a compiler. Furthermore, as our
gadgets are simple enough, this might open the way to a readable oritatami
programming, and these ingredients could be regarded as a promising direction
to implement computation in co-transcribed RNA nanostructures in wetlab.
As an application of our simulation result, we prove three new complexity

results on the (infinite) limit configurations of oritatami systems (and radius-1
turedos), assembled from a finite seed configuration. First, we show that such
limit configurations can embed any recursively enumerable set, and are thus
exactly as complex as aTAM limit configurations. Second, we characterize the
possible densities of occupied positions in such limit configurations: they are
exactly the P2-computable numbers between 0 and 1. We also show that all
such limit densities can be produced by one single oritatami system, just by
changing the finite seed configuration. Third, we exhibit a universal turedo (and
consequently a universal oritatami system) that is able to build any finite shape



up to some upscaling from an asymptotically minimum size seed, and show
conversely that uncomputably large upscaling is needed in general in this
regards.
None of these results is implied by previous constructions of oritatami

embedding tag systems or 1D cellular automata, which produce only com-
putable limit configurations with constrained density.
Note that, reframing our results, we prove that doodling without lifting the

pen nor intersecting lines and using only a 1-local view to decide for the
drawing directions produce drawings as complex and as dense as can be.

Keywords: Molecular self-assembly � Co-transcriptional folding � Intrinsic
simulation � Arithmetical hierarchy of real numbers � 2D Turing machines �
Computability
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Extended Abstract

Morphogenesis, literally meaning generation of the form, lies at the core of many
processes of both organic and inorganic nature, described in biology or geology.
Morphogenesis inspires many ideas of human creation, e.g., in architecture, design and
art. Basic principles of morphogenesis, in a nutshell, are controlled growth and
self-assembly. Both these topics are often understood as (semi)-algorithmic processes,
for a mutual benefit of biology, chemistry and computer science.

To capture algorithmic aspects of morphogenesis, we have created a formal model
of morphogenetic growth called the morphogenetic (M) system [5]. The model unfolds
in a 3D (or generally, dD) continuous space in discrete time steps. Spatial structure
of the model is determined by the underlying so-called polytopic tile system in R

d : It is
based on a generalization of Wang tiles to arbitrary d0-dimensional polytopes of
specified sizes and shapes, 1� d0 � d � 1: Unlike Wang tiling or algorithmic tile
assembly (aTAM) [1], the tiles (polytopes) are not present in an arbitrary many copies,
but they are created by reactions of simpler shapeless atomic objects. These objects can
mutually react and pass through a specific protion channels in tiles. Their “metabo-
lism” is controlled by a set of evolutionary rules inspired by membrane systems with
proteins on membranes [2]. Every object, either a tile or a floating object, has at each
moment its specific position and orientation in R

d ; possibly changing as the system
evolves. The combination of self-assembly and evolutionary rules provides the M
system with feedback loops and hence with the ability of a surprisingly complex
behaviour. We refer the reader to [5] for a formal description and detailed examples of
M systems formation.

In previous publications we have used M systems as models of bacterial
growth, self-healing properties and resistance to damages caused by, e.g., antibiotics
[3]. Computer simulations with our freely available software package Cytos
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(https://github.com/mmaverikk/Cytos) were in a very good agreement with biological
experiments. Here we focus on computational aspects of morphogenetic systems. After
reviewing previous results related to their computational universality (in the Turing
sense), we present two new results on minimal universal M systems.

Theorem 1. There exists a universal M system in 2D with three tiles, 26 floating
objects, one protion and 26 rules.

We further extend the result to the case of self-healing M system which can recover
from injuries to their structure.

Theorem 2. There exists an M system in 2D with 8 tiles, 28 floating objects, 4 protions
and 100 rules, that simulates a universal Turing machine M on any given input in
linear time, and it is self-healing of degree 1, provided that injuries at each step only
affect tiles and objects belonging to a single tape cell.

Then we focus on computational complexity of M systems and we demonstrate
how they can characterize the P versus NP borderline. M systems under standard
definition can solve NP-complete problems in randomized polynomial time. We
introduce M systems with mass, where mutual pushing of objects are at each step
limited by a certain certain distance, due to their nonzero mass.

Theorem 3. M systems with mass can solve in polynomial time exactly the class of
problems P.

Finally, we also discuss a possible relation of M systems to the class PSPACE and
we conjecture that, even under the standard definition, they most likely cannot solve
PSPACE-complete problems in a polynomial time. For a more detailed description
of the results presented here we refer the reader to [4].
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We present a new perspective of oracle: We consider an oracle to be an “operation on
truth-values” that may cause a transformation of one world into another: A mathe-
matical statement u may be false in computable mathematics, but u can be true in
computable mathematics relative to an oracle a. This means that the oracle a caused a
change in the truth value of the statement u, and also caused a change from the
computable world to the a-relative computable world. One might say that this is based
on the idea that there is a correspondence between “computations using oracles” and
“proofs using transcendental axioms”. Such an idea is used as a very standard tech-
nique in, for example, classical reverse mathematics. Our approach is similar, but with
a newer perspective that deals more directly with operations on truth-values. More
explicitly, it is formulated using topos-theoretic notions such as Lawvere-Tierney
topology, which is a kind of generalization of Grothendieck topology to an arbitrary
topos.

In this talk, we will connect the structure of the Lawvere-Tierney topologies on a
certain relative realizability topos (e.g., the effective topos; the Kleene-Vesley topos)
with a certain degree structure in computability theory, based on previous work by Lee
and van Oosten. For this purpose, we introduce a new computability-theoretic
reducibility notion, which is a common extension of the notions of Turing reducibility
and generalized Weihrauch reducibility. This notion can be thought of as a fusion
of the notions of generalized Weihrauch reducibility and Bauer’s extended Weihrauch
reducibility. We introduce a realizability predicate relative to a “extended generalized
Weihrauch degree”, which is identical to the realizability relative to the corresponding
Lawvere-Tierney topology, and then show some separation results on constructive
reverse mathematics.
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We study rings and modules from the standpoint of reverse mathematics. In this talk,
we mainly focus on semisimple rings and semisimple modules. Semisimple modules
are often defined as modules that can be written as direct sums of simple submodules.
In 2013, Yamazaki initiated the study of semisimple modules as well as other kinds of
modules like projective modules and injective modules in reverse mathematics; he
showed that the statement “every submodule of a semisimple module is a direct
summand” is equivalent to ACA0 over RCA0. Semisimple modules have various
equivalent definitions in classical algebra. We first discuss equivalent characterizations
of semisimple modules in reverse mathematics. By choosing a different characteriza-
tion for semisimple modules, We first discuss equivalent characterizations of
semisimple modules in reverse mathematics. By choosing a different characterization
for semisimple modules, we define a left R-module M over a ring R to be semisimple if
every submodule of it is a direct summand. We view a ring R as left semisimple if the
left regular module RR is semisimple. Based on such definitions of semisimple modules
and semisimple rings, we study characterizations of left semisimple rings in terms of
projective modules and injective modules in reverse mathematics. For instance, we
show that ACA0 is equivalent to the statement “any left module over a left semisimple
ring is projective” over RCA0 and that ACA0 proves the statement “if every cyclic left
R-module is injective, then R is a left semisimple ring”. For more details of the work,
refer to a recent paper in Archive for Mathematical Logic https://doi.org/10.1007/
s00153-021-00812-4.
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Abstract. We overview the Skolem and Positivity Problems for C-finite and P-
finite recurrence sequences. We describe the history of these problems, their
relevance to computer science, and the state of the art as regards decidability.

Keywords: Recurrence sequences � Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem � Skolem
problem � Positivity problem

1 A Landscape of Decision Problems

This talk aims to paint a landscape of decision problems for recurrence sequences. We
consider sequences that satisfy linear recurrences with constant coefficients (the
so-called C-finite sequences) and, more generally, we consider those that satisfy
recurrences with polynomial coefficients (the so-called P-finite sequences). For
example, the Fibonacci sequence is C-finite, while the sequence of harmonic numbers
is P-finite. Many authors use the term holonomic in place of P-finite.

The two main decision problems that we investigate are the Skolem Problem (does
the sequence have a zero term?) and the Positivity Problem (are all terms of the
sequence positive?). From a computer science perspective, we consider these as
canonical reachability problems for linear systems.

Decidability of the Skolem and Positivity Problems are open, both for C-finite
sequences and for P-finite sequences. In the talk we will survey the history of the two
problems, starting with the celebrated Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem which charac-
terises the structure of the set of zeros of a C-finite sequence. We will mention also
subsequent variations and generalisations of this theorem to P-finite sequences, both in
finite and zero characteristic. For further motivation, we will describe some of the many
different guises in which the Skolem and Positivity Problems appear in automata
theory, logic and model checking, analysis of algorithms, combinatorics, and related
areas.

In the second half of the talk, we will describe partial decidability results for
variations of the problems, including recent developments (of ourselves and others).
We will, in particular, mention a recent proof that the Skolem Problem for simple C-
finite sequences is decidable subject to two well known number-theoretic conjectures:
the p-adic Schanuel Conjecture and the exponential local-global principle. In general,
we will attempt to give a flavour of some of the relevant mathematics, which ranges
from classical results in Diophantine geometry, such as the Subspace theorem, to more
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speculative number-theoretic conjectures, such as the periods conjecture of Kontsevich
and Zagier.

In summary, the talk aims to give an idea of a landscape of decision problems for
recurrence sequences, to explain why the problems are important, what is currently
known in terms of partial decidability results, and why decidability of the central
problems in this landscape remain open.
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